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1. About KZero Worldswide
The guys with the cool charts. Founded by Nic Mitham in 2006, KZero Worldswide is a global market 
leader in the exciting, emerging sectors of virtual worlds and goods. KZero integrates de-facto industry metrics 
and analytics with insightful and high-impact strategic consulting services. We also provide a unique 
introduction service for companies seeking funding with our in-depth and proven relationships with the 
Venture Capital community across the world. We call this KHeroes.

We’re best-known (for now) in the sector as the company that created the  ‘Universe Chart’ - a clever visual 
tool for showing growth in the virtual worlds sector along with average user age and year of launch.  

KZero is a company with a big vision and our 
clients share our passion for the future of the 
industry. 

Our client base includes governments, global 
consumer brands, leading retail players, 
existing virtual worlds and companies 
developing brand-new concepts (we help 
them create them). 

Working right across the virtual worlds and goods sector in a wide range of strategic and analytical capabilities 
allows us to identify new market trends and business opportunities before anyone else, assisting our 
consulting expertise and of course our clients.

We work in multiple business areas including 
business planning and financial modeling, feature-
set and concept creation, user monetisation and 
brand strategy. 

KZero insight and analysis is frequently mentioned 
in general and vertical media, and we’re proud to 
have been featured in the following....
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2. Market Growth and Revenue Forecasts
2.1.Key Growth Drivers
Buckle-up - It’s going North. We’re extremely bullish on the virtual worlds sector. Now of course, we would be 
and we should be, but there’s too much momentum from both the demand and supply sides of the market to slow 
down the growth. We see specific market-wide drivers contributing to the overall growth in the virtual worlds 
sector as follows:
   Perceived Value: As virtual worlds continue to attract new users, we expect greater perceived value to be 

created. By this, we’re referring primarily to a greater acceptance from parents both to allow their children to play 
in virtual worlds and as important, an increase in permitted spending, approved by the parents.
 Greater Funding: Whilst the number of new business cases in the virtual worlds space didn’t slow in 2009, the 
supply-side of financing (the VC’s) pulled-back from investing, slowing the growth. Now, in Q4 2009, we’re 
seeing a small subtle increase in investment that we expect to strengthen significantly in 2010.
 Brand Awareness: Coupled with the increase in perceived value, we see the real-world presence of virtual 
worlds assisting in the market growth. Virtual worlds are increasingly moving into offline environments, with Pre-
Paid cards being a great example. Simply being able to see virtual world brands on store shelves will assist in 
brand recognition and subsequently brand recall when potential users go online. 
 Payment Mechanics: Whilst the majority of existing virtual worlds rely primarily on credit card payments for 
user monetisation, we see the growth in premium SMS transactions from cellular devices being a powerful force. 
This payment mechanic has benefits in several areas. Firstly, many younger users are given pre-paid phones, 
meaning their parents are less likely to monitor their usage. The result here is that these users are more able to 
purchase virtual currencies/goods. Secondly, the actual process of purchasing is significantly easier with phones 
than credit cards - typically a five-digit code is sufficient to activate a transaction.

2.2. Growth in Numbers
Our Q4 2009 forecast for the growth in virtual worlds is shown right. There were circa 85 worlds in the market at the 
end of 2008 and we’re forecasting 150 by the end of 2009.
From here, moving into 2010 we anticipate a simple 
doubling of worlds, with the Kids, Tweens and Teens 
(KT&T) sector leading the charge in terms of new 
offerings. Just as every major toy and TV programme has 
its own website, we expect them to have their own 
virtual world.

This, and the other growth drivers detailed in later 
sections, leads us to the conclusion that from 2010 
onwards we will see a dramatic uplift in the total 
number of virtual worlds, resulting in close to 900 virtual worlds by 2012. 
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2.3. Revenue Forecast
Our revenue forecast for the virtual worlds sector is shown below. Within these numbers we include premium 
subscriptions, micro-transactions (for currencies and virtual goods), marketing from third-parties and supply-chain 
companies operating in the sector such as developers, server co.'s and other technical services. Also, this is a global 
forecast including Asia. 
Our full year 2009 forecast is $1.3bn, rising to $2.1bn by the end of 2010. This increase is directly related to a 
doubling of virtual worlds over the same time frame and an increase in ARPPU (average revenue per paying user) 

and conversion rates from active to paying users. 

From 2011 onwards we expect the overall sector to be generating circa $9bn in revenues by 2013, driven heavily by 
further increasing ARPPU’s and a wide variety of different virtual genres in the market. Marketing expenditure in-
world is also factored into our forecast as significant shifts in media budgets go virtual.
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3. KT&T (Kids, Tweens and Teens) 
3.1.User Growth
The ten to 15 years old age group as shown in the 
graph to the right is the clear dominating group in 
terms of total virtual world accounts. In Q3 2009, 
this age group totaled 367m accounts. This is both 
good news now, for companies with propositions 
targeting this group and also extremely 
encouraging for the future of the sector - because 
these people will get older (obviously) and be 
well-versed and familiar with virtual worlds. The 
future success of the virtual worlds sector is in their 
hands.

The larger graph shown below is the KZero derived average age analysis - this breaks-out the total registered 
accounts by average user age. 

As shown (assisted largely by worlds such as Habbo and Stardoll) the four sweet-spots for age are 14, nine, 11 and 
19. This graph also demonstrates the opportunities available for companies creating new propositions in under-
served segments.
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3.2.Media and IP
We expect TV, film and other  ‘kids properties’ (toys, games, etc.) to aggressively enter the virtual worlds space in 2010. 
This movement has already started with platforms such as Barbie Girls, vMTV (music is explained in greater detail in the 
next section) and also various movie tie-ins in worlds such as Stardoll. 

Creating a virtual world platform for kids-related IP makes perfect sense due to the immersive and social aspects of 
virtual spaces - this is a major growth area. Also anticipated in 2010 is the concept of  TV shows using virtual worlds as 
part of the viewing experience, the added feature here being the ability to combine virtual experiences directly into the 
shows.

Another area we feel is currently under-served and well positioned for growth relates to the real world. We think virtual 
world propositions that in some way link to real world activities/past-times/hobbies have an advantage over ‘pure-play’ 
virtual worlds.

3.3. Music
The music category has been quick to move into virtual space already, with MTV leading the pack with its suite of micro-
worlds, themed towards specific content. We anticipate this trend to continue through 2010 and beyond.

Music appears to be a binding force in virtual environments, mainly in the younger demographics and particularly 
tweens and teens. At this age, they already have an appreciation of music (and a growing affinity towards specific genres 
and artists).  We see the following areas driving growth for music in virtual worlds.

 More IP-led platforms: By this we mean specific TV shows and music-based companies creating their own 
worlds, in order to support offline activities and ‘hand-hold’ audiences for longer periods. 

 Musical virtual goods: iTunes has proved the strength of micro-transactions and music. It’s no surprise that 
we expect songs as well as music-related virtual goods being aggressively pushed into the space, either into 
existing worlds or into new worlds. 

 Event simulcasting: Already a tried and tested mechanic, the concept of simulcasting - broadcasting real-time 
events such as concerts and music shows directly into virtual worlds, is expected to grow further into 2010. This 
type of promotion allows world owners (and the accompanying third-parties) to charge for access/viewing, 
using the content as the value.

 Virtual Artists: Not so much a 2010 prediction, but certainly a little further down the road we expect a brand 
type category to arise - the virtual celebrity, or more specifically, the virtual artist. In this scenario, we’re seeing 
new virtual concepts coming to market allowing users to create their own music. On this basis, extrapolating the 
feature, we don’t think it will be too long before younger users actually become  ‘virtually famous’ for their musical 
creations. Watch this space.
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4. Something for the ‘Grown-Ups’
4.1. Where the Wallets Are
Whilst most of the action and media attention is directed towards younger demographics in the virtual worlds space, it 
would be unwise to neglect the older segments of the market. 

As the chart to the right shows, ARPPU’s increase 
strongly past teen years and actually grow in-line with 
age. So, with this in mind, as well as the current low 
number of platforms targeting adults, we expect a 
number of new worlds to launch in 2010 focussing on 
the 20+ market. 
These new companies will join an existing small 
number of older demographic propositions.

The following sections breakout where we think the sweet-spots are in this market, namely gambling, dating, sci-fi and 
general creativity - building on a core attribute and attraction of Second Life. 

4.2.Gambling
Watch out for the SMOG. Playing online poker (as an example) isn’t a new concept. In fact, perhaps we should 
classify them as Small Multi-Player Online Games. Gambling is a major revenue business already online and we expect 
several new virtual worlds catering towards a. adults and b. gambling coming to the market in 2010. Furthermore, we 
expect these launches to be supported with significant above the line ad campaigns. 
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We wouldn’t be surprised if these new gambling-based virtual worlds are created by the leading players in the existing 
online gambling market. Shown above (previous page)  is a screenshot from PKR.

4.3. Dating
Again an extension of existing online business models, we take no credit for predicting a number of virtual dating sites 
entering the marketplace. Shown below is a screenshot from Omindate, an existing player. What a virtual world provides 
in this scenario is a greater sense of place, content and intimacy, with users being able to control their avatars for added 
interaction.

Virtual goods and gifting are two prime revenue mechanics in the virtual dating field. Virtual goods come into play from 
the perspective of customizing personal avatars - after-all, users want to look good right! Complementing this is virtual 
gifting (sending other users virtual items), which we believe will be an even higher ARPPU contributor than direct goods 
purchase. Voice services will also play a role here, adding to the overall experience.

4.4. Creativity
One of the main attractions of Second Life is the ability to create. This explains to a reasonable degree why the average 
user age of SL is in the 30’s. By this age, people have enough friends! They’re not using SL primarily as a communication/ 
socialising platform. Instead, adults are using SL to ‘make things’, either for personal enjoyment or to sell them.

There are already several virtual world platforms in the market offering high-spec content creation and the ability to 
‘create’.  We classify content creation into three levels. 

 Level One: Avatars: The ability to change the appearance of an avatar. This feature is common across almost all 
virtual worlds.
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 Level Two: Objects: The ability to create objects such as clothing, transportation or in fact any object not directly 
linked to an avatar. Fewer worlds offer this functionality.

 Level Three: Environment: The ability to change the actual virtual environment - a technique known as 
terraforming. 

For a world to offer complete creative control to its users it needs to have all three levels of content creation. Two 
platforms we’re keeping a close eye on in 2010 are Mycosm and Vastpark, interestingly from New Zealand and Australia 
respectively. 

We think the ability to create mini-environments with access controls as being a definite sweet-spot application in this 
category. 
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4.5. Sci-Fi
This is a genre already highly successful in the MMORG sector, with Eve Online probably being the best example. For this 
category, we expect a number of high-fidelity worlds coming to the market offering ‘futuristic Second-Life’ 
environments. Sci-fi is a very popular genre, particularly for adults and is definitely an area to watch. The screenshot 
below is from a world currently in beta called Blue Mars.

5. SocNet extension
Whilst all new worlds have the challenge of cultivating and growing a user base (acquisition) from zero and 
encouraging them to interact with their platform, Social Networks (SocNet) have an inverse problem - they have the 
users but are now attempting to hold onto them (retention) as they move to virtual competitors. 

Another interesting facet here is virtual worlds actually using SocNets to grow and support their virtual user base. YoVille 
for example has used Facebook to great effect. Here’s a post from GigaOm from March 2009:

How Virtual World YoVille Got 5M Facebook Users

While everyone in the game industry was following the latest news from GDC last week, I happened to notice an MMO 
milestone happening on Facebook: a casual virtual world called YoVille passed 5 million monthly active users.

Launched in May of last year, YoVille’s user growth rate is faster than that of any virtual world I’m aware of, quickly 
putting it in the upper ranks of other web-based MMOs, such as Gaia Online, launched in 2003, which reported 7 
million monthly actives last Winter, and Habbo, launched in 2000, which reported nearly 10 million monthlies last June. 
Even more surprising to me, YoVille is only accessible as an app on Facebook and MySpace (where it currently counts 2.8 
million users.) How did it get so successful so fast? “Many casual social network users were hungry for a virtual world, and 
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YoVille was the first to deliver that experience,” YoVille developer Justin Waldron speculated in an email interview. He also 
credits a design emphasis on play among friends for the site’s rapid growth.

One of many successful social games from San Francisco-based startup Zynga, YoVille invites players to create cartoonish 
avatars, customize their appearance and apartments, socialize with other users, and add them as friends. (Sort of like an 
animated, synchronous version of Facebook within Facebook.) Waldron tells me its user base has a demographic that’s 
60 percent female and 40 percent male, mostly in the 13-35 year old range. Like many social games, YoVille has its own 
virtual currency, and that’s even led to some emergent user-created content: Zynga’s team was surprised to discover 
some players using the world’s virtual whiteboard object to draw and sell artworks to other users.

The company currently earns revenue from YoVille through banner ads, lead generation, and direct user purchase of 
YoVille cash. With such a spectacular growth rate, it’s likely we’ll see other developers attempting Facebook-based virtual 
worlds of their own. Waldron’s advice? “Be sure to listen to your users. You get a ton of useful feedback on social networks.”

ENDS

On this basis, we anticipate a number of existing SocNets to create virtual environments (or at the very least more 
engaging, interactive ‘places’) for their users in 2010. Virtual goods is another reason why SocNets are keen to become 
more engaging - they’re seeing the uplift in virtual item popularity and now need new ways to monetise users. 

6. Sports 
More virtual worlds for sports. Obviously. As computers and broadband speeds get faster, the ability to play real-time 
sports in a virtual environment becomes more feasible. 

Although to date sports games have been in the console and PC domain, new offerings such as Football Superstars 
(image shown below) demonstrate that adding virtual world elements to sports can add an extra dimension to the 
genre.
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On this basis, we expect several sports-themed virtual worlds to enter the market from 2010. And, importantly, not just 
large team-based activities but also smaller, in some cases solo-play (tennis and golf for example) games. We classify 
these types of platforms as ‘Vertical Worlds’ - virtual worlds themed to a specific activity. 

In terms of engagement and interest, taking real-world past-times and leveraging the attributes of virtual environments 
can make for a highly compelling proposition. Perhaps it will not be long before we have virtual sports stars, earning 
real-world incomes from sponsorships and the like. 

7.Education
To date, Second LIfe is the only world that has been extensively and actively trialed and used by academia, with many 
universities and colleges around the world creating virtual campuses. For younger students, Whyville is probably the best 
example of integrating learning into a virtual content.

On this basis, and bearing in mind the great ways in which virtual environments can assist with learning, we’re 
extremely bullish on the prospects of this category. We envisage growth in the following areas:

 Remote Learning: An obvious example but a valuable one nevertheless. Virtual worlds can be used to great effect 
by bringing students together regardless of geographical location.
 Immersive Learning: Using virtual venues to immerse students in a particular educational field. History and 
geography are great examples here.
 New Student Outreach: Using a virtual venue to educate new potential students.
 P2P Learning: The ability for students to share knowledge and (potentially) earn rewards for assisting others in an 
educational context, either collaboratively or individually.

8. B2B/Enterprise
Is 2010 the year that companies really adopt virtual worlds? If the number of business cases circulating is an indicator, 
then quite possibly, yes. 

We anticipate a number of B2B-led virtual worlds entering the marketplace, in the following areas:

 Meeting spaces: Small, on-demand meeting spaces for meetings and collaboration.
 New Product Development: Utilizing virtual world capabilities to allows teams to work together on product 
development.
 Expo’s:  Virtual events.

KZero will be publishing a dedicated report on the B2B/Enterprise space later in Q4 2009.
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9. Photo-Realistic Avatars
We expect photo-realistic avatars and accompanying business models being a growth area in 2010 and beyond.  There 
are several reasons for this, some from the consumer side and some from enterprise.

Tackling the consumer side first, we expect more celebrities to have a presence in virtual worlds, either as one-off  
‘appearances’ or on a longer-term basis (maybe even their own worlds). And, whilst many worlds have more cartoon 
like avatars, we think the concept of having photo-realistic digital people is bound to grow in demand, particularly from 
older users either wanting a virtual version of themselves or alternatively a realistic looking alter-ego.

On the B2B/enterprise side, we think that a major  ‘hang-up’ with the business adoption of virtual worlds is simply down 
to the fact that people spend too much time trying to customize their avatars and not enough time actually engaging 
with the virtual world in question. In this sense, we think a key barrier to adoption has been avatar design. One way to fix 
this problem would be services allowing quick and easy creation of avatars based on the user in question.

A company worth noting in this space is Gizmoz. This company allows the creation of photo-realistic avatar heads from 
the upload of a single photograph. Once uploaded to the Gizmoz solution, users are able to modify (change the hair 
styles, age etc) as well as morph and customise their appearance. Gizmoz is currently implementing a strategy to allow 
easy integration of their solution into a range of virtual worlds.  Shown below is a selection of Gizmoz avatar heads 
based on a single photo upload.
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10. Reputation Management
As the use of virtual worlds for business purposes increases, as well as the general P2P trade of virtual goods and 
services, we expect the concept of Reputation Management to grow. By this, we mean being able to determine the 
trustworthiness or ‘peer-rating’ of avatars. 

This is a field needing a solution because many people choose to have alter-ego’s or alternative identities in virtual 
worlds. People that create alternative identities in virtual worlds are classified as Immersionalists whereas users who 
view their avatar as an extension of their real world persona are called Augmentalists. 

The graph shown right may highlight the presence of 
Immersionalists in virtual worlds. It’s based on Second 
Life data and also factors in the roles that Innovators and 
Early adopters played in the initial growth of Second Life. 

In this context, as the number of accounts per unique 
resident grew (we assume from the presence of Early 
Adopters) then the users actually had on average more 
than one account - perhaps indicating a primary 
Augmentalist-based account and a secondary 
Immersionalist account. 

For businesses and trade-based users of virtual worlds, being able to assess the reputation of an avatar, prior to 
interacting with them is important - think of it as an Ebay rating for virtual worlds, a score based on other user/avatar 
feedback. 

11. Mirror Worlds
In principle mirror worlds are a great idea - recreate the real world and let people explore. But they haven’t really seen the 
levels of take-up we’ve expected. Our view on mirror worlds is that they have tactical more than strategic benefits and 
from a (new) business model, should be viewed as event-revenue generators rather than simply ‘holding their own’  
using tourism marketing as the primary attractor.

One issue we think that has been missed is the fact that the higher resolution and better looking the mirror world 
actually is, the less of an impact (for the user) they actually have. In other words, if they look like the real thing then 
people assume just that. Another hurdle experienced by existing players and companies considering creating new 
mirror worlds is development time and cost - it takes time and money to render realistic environments. The problem 
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here is that we’re seeing quicker, easier and eventually lower cost alternatives to taking real places virtual - Microsoft 
Photosynth.
There’s definitely a role to play for mirror worlds in the market place - we just don’t think it has been found yet. A couple 
of thoughts here.....perhaps the integration with Alternate Reality Gaming or Games (ARG’s) would be a great use for 
mirror worlds, as would the tactical use of local events or promotions.

Shown below are screenshots from two mirror worlds, Near (NearGlobal), a London-based company and Twinity 
(Metaversum) from Germany.
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12. ‘Theme Parks’ 
The majority of virtual worlds in the KT&T space rely on the premium subscription model. A straightforward enough 
concept - offer a basic experience of the platform for free and then incentivize members to ‘pay for more’. The operators 
generate their revenues from this transaction and obviously it’s a numbers game - push as many people through the 
doors as possible, knowing that a % will take the premium route.

The problem is, only a very small % actually take this route. Or rather, (for the younger aged worlds) only a very small % 
of the parents of the members take this route. This means it becomes even more of a numbers game, requiring in most 
cases hundreds of thousands of registered members to go through the upgrade gate and become premium subscribers.

Some simple numbers, assuming a 3% conversion rate of registered members become premium members (3% is 
generous by the way).

200,000 (registered) x 3% (conversion rate) = 6,000 premium subs.

6,000 premium subs x $5 (monthly price) = $30,000.

And don’t forget the $30,000 isn’t all margin as we need to take out processing/transaction costs for this. Plus, before we 
even get to staff costs and other opex we need to account for server and bandwidth costs.

So, taking the gloss off the exciting virtual worlds sector, there’s a hard reality out there - the premium subscription route 
is a difficult one. And it’s made even more difficult by the intensity of competition growing by the day as new worlds 
launch. So many choices for KT&T’s and it’s not even always a case of ‘where shall I spend my money’ - clearly in most 
cases money just doesn’t come into it as so many members never even consider upgrading to premium subscriptions.

Clearly this is a growing issue for virtual world operators.

So what can be done to lower the Premium Subscription barrier?

As with most things, there are little fixes and big fixes.

Little fixes include changing the naming convention and not actually calling it a premium subscription - too many 
negative and financially based connotations. We’re starting to see operators change this description already, adopting 
friendlier terms such as ‘members’.

But that doesn’t go the whole way to addressing the premium subscription problem. Even if all operators in this space 
adopted a softer naming convention they’re still faced with the same problem.

Taking a purely micro-transaction approach is, we think, a viable alternative. Let the members ‘top-up’ their virtual 
currency balances without time-based obligations and then let them spend the currency just as they would under 
premium subscription conditions. Payment methods become important here as we still feel there’s a ‘continual contract’ 
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perception when using methods such as credit cards to buy currency. A better method (certainly in Europe right now 
and set for wider adoption in the US) is chargeable text (SMS) message. A quicker, easier process without the 
contractual hang-ups of credit cards.

On this basis, members can upgrade in smaller amounts and still gain access to premium services. The bottom line here 
- $1 from a member is better than £0 from a member.

HOWEVER, this still doesn’t solve the problem of kids shifting and flirting with more than one virtual world. Even if they 
have $1 to spend, they still have to make a decision in terms of where they’re going to spend it - it’s a Zero Sum game.

Let’s look at this from the kids point of view.

  A rising number of virtual worlds competing for their attention and their cash.

 An increasing understanding of the economies / environments of these worlds - they know they need to spend 
money to get  ‘extra stuff’.

 A finite (and small) amount of disposable income available.

  An unwillingness from the parents to give their kids a premium subscription in more than one world.

 A lower level of understanding of the perceived value of virtual spending from these parents.

Ouch.

We think there are two key issues here. First, value for money. For an average parent, ‘understanding the value’ in giving 
their kid money to spend in a virtual world is not always easy. Second, there may be a ‘grass is greener’ mentality. This is a 
reluctance on the parents part to provide funds because their child may get bored of their current world pretty quickly.

If these two areas are issues then a solution needs to be found to add value both financially and in terms of options - 
more for less (or more for the same perhaps).

So, an idea - one that we expect to enter the market early 2010.

On the basis that $1 from a member is better than $0 from a member then maybe there’s an opportunity for virtual 
world operators to partner up and offer the ‘theme park’ or season ticket pricing model - think of a bundled cable TV 
package. For quite a long time now we’ve been talking about the need for strategic partnerships in this space - the 
linking up of virtual worlds targeting the same audience.

 This model could work as follows:

  Virtual world operators lower their competitive barriers and link up with other worlds.
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 Charge a micro-transactional fee (not a premium subscription) at or even below the $5 - $6 industry average.

 For this fee, kids gain premium privileges or in fact a centralised currency (think interoperable funds) that they can 
spend across this range of worlds.

  The operators all get a cut of the revenue. Again, $1 is better than $0.

 Over a pretty short time period the kids will quickly figure out which world is best for them AND get a feel for the 
premium elements of that world.

In summary. The kids get variety and a feel for the upgrade. The parents get a sense of value for money. The worlds get 
income and the upside of the kids staying with their world and spending more money.

13. More Brands 
We expect a lot more brands to enter the virtual world space in 2010, following the initial ‘Second Life rush’ seen in 2007. 
There are several factors that will contribute to this growth:

  Choice: From a simple media planning perspective, there are now a lot more worlds to choose from.

 Flexibility: Worlds are becoming increasingly more flexible with brands, allowing them greater control and 
functionality in-world.

 Audience shift: People online are shifting in their millions away from ‘pages’ and towards ‘places’, i.e. virtual worlds.
 

And there’s an interesting relationship between brands and virtual worlds......
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Brands and Worlds. Who’s the Daddy?

Do real world brands need virtual worlds? Or do worlds need brands? The vast majority of press releases and 
media attention given to virtual worlds relates to real world brands going in-world. And this is not limited to worlds in 
existence - platforms in development are also pulling in brands prior to launch.

So clearly, there’s a relationship between brands and worlds and virtual world owners want to publicise these 
engagements. But where does the balance of power actually lie?

Let’s start with the brands and the current de facto location for brands in virtual worlds - Second Life. During 2007 over 
150 brands took the plunge into SL. So why did all these companies go in? Well, firstly because SL was a brand new and 
exciting channel to place their brands into. Full of early adopters and new opportunities, brands (mainly from the US) 
wanted to be the first in, so first mover advantage and positioning were reasons given for entrance.

The PR generated from SL activity was also a reason. Whilst this isn’t a worthy strategic basis to go in-world, 
nevertheless, many companies saw it as a media opportunity. Unfortunately for some of these brands the press release 
wasn’t enough to generate interest in their efforts.

‘Me-too’ was also a reason to enter Second Life. One of the best example of this is in the Automobiles sector. Toyota 
entered, then Nissan. BMW entered, then Mercedes. Again, the ‘Me too’ decision is strategically flawed as there isn’t a 
differentiated concept in place to attract interest - If you build it, they might not come.

But, regardless of the primary reason for entrance, brands were fundamentally experimenting and exploring the brave 
new world of virtual environments - Second Life offered them this opportunity. And on the theme of exploration, 
brands also ventured out into other worlds.

These other platforms providing additional reasons and benefits. The issue of brand control and management attracted 
brands to worlds such as There, vMTV, Whyville and Gaia Online. Toyota to date has been the most adventurous brand, 
with activity across five different virtual worlds . Outside of SL, other worlds removed the threat of residents ‘doing things’ 
to the brand identity or product.

The different demographic (and geo-demographic) profiles offered by the range of existing virtual worlds also made 
brands look into the space. Want a teen audience? Try Gaia Online or Stardoll. Tweens? How about Club Penguin or 
Habbo. And that’s just a starting point.

So, brands are looking at virtual worlds as a way of connecting with consumers in ways much more engaging than TV, 
print and banners. This is the new battleground for advertising and marketing and brands have started to realise this. 

Do brands need virtual words? Absolutely. The high proportion of kids brands in attendance at VW08 NYC is 
testament to this - they’re paying close attention. The high number of brands across all sectors currently in Second Life is 
also proof. 
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The valuable audience segment of teenagers and young adults are bombarded with advertising messages and are 
savvy enough to know when they’re being sold too. They’re also media and activity ‘grazers’ - they switch between 
channels and media products at lightening speed. Virtual worlds offer an engagement platform unlike anything else in 
the market and increased brand equity is the currency.

But do virtual worlds need brands?

The best starting place here is to isolate the primary objective of any virtual world - to grow their resident base. 

Looking at Second Life growth in 2007, I would argue that at least 50% of the new accounts (circa 5m) created in 2007 
were a direct result of brand activity. If brands hadn’t have entered SL, registered accounts would have been significantly 
lower. So, from this perspective, brands are crucially important to virtual worlds - they need them. 

What brands bring to a virtual world is a base of fans/advocates/ambassadors - people who have a relationship with a 
real world brand and follow the brand in-world. On this basis, getting a brand inside a virtual world is an excellent 
vehicle to grow the population numbers.

This aspect can also be pivotal for newly established worlds or platforms in development. Brand awareness and 
understanding of the majority of new virtual worlds is low - no-one really understands what’s on offer and the only way 
(until these worlds start advertising) is to actually sign-up. Real world brands bring a safety blanket of awareness and 
can act as a catalyst for registration, not to mention kudos. Another reason why virtual worlds need real world brands.

Some virtual worlds place real world brands at the 
centre of their positioning, Stardoll being a good 
example of this. Members flock to Stardoll to dress 
their avatars in branded clothing and celebrity-
based activities. But the concept of using brands to 
leverage populations could be a strategy with a 
finite life. Consider the schematic shown right. 

This schematic attempts to demonstrate the 
dynamics surrounding virtual world growth. The 
journey starts with a newly established virtual 
world starting to attract residents (point one). 

As the population starts to grow, it reaches a 
sufficient membership base, audience profile or awareness level to attract interest from a real world brand. The brand 
enters (point two) and the initiative is reported by the media (point three). Naturally, people read the media stories 
(point four) and are interested in finding out more about the world, increasing the population base (point five). 

So far so good. And the good news for the world at this point is that typically other brands take notice and also move in-
world (point six). The dynamics evolve once more and again the media reports on these additional brands going virtual 
(point seven). Again, people read the media stories (point eight) and are interested in the world.
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The crucial element to this schematic is target audience saturation, media fatigue and even viral marketing dilution. If 
brands act as a catalyst for new registration sign-ups, how many new brands entering does it take to stimulate 
entrance? If the target audience didn’t sign-up after the third brand entrance, does the fourth make any difference? And 
how hard and far will viral marketing work and travel? There must be a point in the future where brand activity has no 
effect on boosting the population. On this basis, virtual worlds only need brands for a specific, as yet undefined period.

Of course, in this scenario, the virtual world has actually done extremely well to get this far. With the number of virtual 
worlds increasing rapidly, the need to differentiate the proposition is paramount, as is the requirement to pay as much 
attention to existing members as it does to new ones - classical CRM (even new marketing channels are influenced by 
‘old world’ marketing methodology).

Do virtual worlds need brands? In the short to medium term, again, absolutely.

In turn, this assessment leads us to real world brands creating their own virtual worlds. This is becoming an extremely 
compelling business case. After all, why compete with other brands in someone else’s virtual world when you can own 
and manage your own?

We’re already seeing this strategy taking place in the kids and tweens sectors. Companies already doing this include 
Barbiegirls, Buildabearville and of course Disney, who are committing heavily to creating virtual spaces for their products 
and assets. The upcoming Lego Universe virtual world and Imagine from Ubisoft are obvious examples of this and 
expect many many more brands operating in younger age markets to launch dedicated virtual worlds over the next few 
months. Bad news for some virtual worlds.

Will this trend continue into environments tailored towards older consumers? More than likely, but not as quickly as it’s 
happening in the kids and tweens space. Playstation Home is an early example of a company creating their own 
branded and controlled platform - there will be others to come in 2010.

An interesting nuance in this area though is brand tie-ins - in other words, brands creating their own world and they are 
‘inviting in’ complementary, not competitive brands. vMTV is the benchmark operator in this instance. 

So, Brands and Worlds. Who’s the Daddy?

As explained, both brands and worlds have reasons to work together. However, for the foreseeable future, it’s the brands 
that have the controlling power over the worlds. Until of course, a virtual world comes along that’s so compelling, so 
different and so ’sticky’ that brands have to queue up to get it (or even not be allowed into the world full stop). This hasn’t 
happened yet, but it will. Some may argue that Club Penguin is in this bracket. We’d say it’s nearly there but not quite.
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14.Metabrands
Firstly, an explanation of what a Metabrand is:  ‘A Metabrand is a brand that is created to exist solely in a virtual space. It 
lives only on servers, is powered by electricity, experienced only on a computer screen and serves to provide a service, 
solution or product to avatars living in a metaverse. A Metabrand satisfies a demand that exists purely on a virtual basis.’

Metabrands are the next commercial opportunity for companies made possible by the growing popularity of virtual 
worlds such as Second Life. This is because economy-based virtual worlds need to supply services to their residents 
because there is a demand for them. And where there’s a demand you will sooner or later get supply.

But what’s wrong with real world brands becoming virtual brands?

Nothing. As long as the real world brand gets their strategy right (as we did 
with our campaign in Second Life for L’Oreal Paris - an advert is shown 
right). Companies that enter virtual worlds have to plan their initiatives 
carefully. 

This means understanding why they exist in the real world. The services 
they provide, their points of difference, the problems they fix and the 
experience they deliver. 

Basically their brand attitude. Successful virtual marketing means being 
able to leverage their real world attributes further using the opportunities 
and capabilities of a metaverse. If companies can make their services 
better/easier in a virtual world or enhance their real world activities by 
augmenting virtual worlds into the real, then they can have meaningful 
and (eventually) profitable Metabrands.

Why have a purely virtual Metabrand?

Firstly, because you can. And, you have none of the constraints put on real world brands. There’s no geography, no supply 
chains to manage, no cash flow issues, no production problems.

Secondly, virtual worlds are creating completely new demand chains to satisfy. These new services, required by residents 
are not required in the real world - there’s no need to have a real world presence to manage and market them - it’s done 
virtually.

Thirdly, control. Virtual spaces are blank canvasses. The creation of Metabrand identities and values is limited solely by 
what is possible in a virtual world - and that’s a lot.

Fourthly, a Metabrand has none of the baggage or comparisons that comes with a real world brand. There’s no history - 
the future of the Metabrand is completely in the hands of the owners.
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What are the brand values for a Metabrand?

Ironically, the brand values, architecture and ethos for a Metabrand go back to the days of classic retail. The days before 
the internet and the telephone. Metabrand values are based around three key areas.

 Design and experience. Avatars visit places in virtual worlds. That’s the whole point of them. Successful 
Metabrands are the ones that create engaging experiences for potential customers that communicate, support and 
reinforce the brand. And make customers come back for more.

 Customer service. Metabrands that will succeed will be the ones that make their customers feel special and more 
than just a transaction.

 The product. Metaverses have a unique (and growing) set of products and services that only exist in virtual spaces. 
Metabrands have to supply these products with minimal fuss and maximum reward.

15. Virtual Goods Integration
No-one can question the growth or upsides presentation by virtual goods. And, even if 2009 saw a slow-down in virtual 
world activity, this was more than compensated for by virtual goods. 

In 2010 we expect to see a number of brand-new business models around virtual goods. We’re not talking about the 
demand growth from virtual goods consumption but instead, supply chain and complementary services for both 
consumers and creators. 
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One business model we expect to see mid to late 2010 is a centralised ‘mall’ or aggregator for virtual goods. This would 
mean an online destination where virtual goods from multiple virtual worlds can be seen and purchased - an ‘Amazon 
for virtual goods’. Of course, this type of proposition would need a way to manage virtual currencies from world to 
world.......(that’s another business model).

On another note, we think the idea of a P2P platform for virtual goods, allowing users to create, sell/buy and trade items 
is a business model based on ‘when’ rather than ‘if’. This is the ‘Ebay’ concept.

16. Currency Management
A brand-new category waiting to explode? We think so. There are lot’s of different virtual worlds. Each one with 
its own currency. But no way for users to take currency from one world to another. A recipe for success - for the company 
that creates the right platform and offering.

The concept of a centralised purchasing platform for virtual world currencies is, in our opinion inevitable. And there’s 
several reasons why:

 Users use different worlds: The propensity for users to have accounts in more than one virtual world will 
increase. This means there has to be a way to take currency bought or earned in one world, to another.

 Users leave worlds: Call it graduation (switching to an older world) or churn (leaving a world for a new one) but 
either way, keeping currency in an old world without a way to convert it into a new currency only benefits the former 
world.

 Non VW use: SocNets and other websites are increasingly using virtual currencies. There has to be a way to take 
currencies from platform to platform.

 Cashing out: A few worlds allow users to convert virtual currency into real world currency. A centralised platform 
would and should allow this type of transaction. A vice versa of course.

We expect centralized currency management platforms to start gaining traction towards the end of 2010, or the 
beginning of 2011.
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17. Second Life
We expect Second Life to have a second life and probably IPO late 2010 / early 2011.

Does Second Life have any competitors? There and Kaneva maybe? HiPihi and Multiverse perhaps. And what 
about worlds entering earlier beta or in development - Twinity, Smallworlds and even the Singapore Virtual World 
project? It would also be churlish to ignore Google Earth et al as well. First let’s break-out some of the attributes of SL….

 RMT economy
 Persistent World
 3-Level user-generated content (avatar, object, environment)

 The worlds listed above all have elements of SL attributes and at first glance could be competitors to SL. But just because 
they’re in the same space doesn’t mean that strictly speaking they are competitors, due to factors such as age ranges and 
activities taking place inside them.

When considering competitive rivalry in virtual worlds, the ‘Threat of Substitutes‘ methodology applies when assessing 
competition between worlds either live or in development. This methodology takes into account factors such as 
switching costs, perceived differentiation, trade-off and price elasticity. But what about the Threat of New Entrants?

In terms of total registered accounts across virtual worlds, it’s pretty clear to see that Second Life doesn’t have much 
competition in the late 20’s - early 30’s age range. The door is open for competitors to come in then surely. And, we’re 
also sure there’s a few stealth companies and VC’s looking to penetrate this marketplace and rival Second Life. And that’s 
all good. Business is business after all.

Threat of New Entrant methodology takes into account areas such as Access to Inputs, Economies of Scale, Capital 
Requirements and Brand Identity as issues likely to provide barriers to entry. But all these hurdles can be overcome with 
nous, finance and expertise. So, Second Life is watching over it’s back then? Of course. But, peeling off the layers a little 
on the generalist world of SL, we strongly believe there’s a secret weapon Linden Lab has that is the ultimate barrier to 
entry for any virtual world looking to steal the space.

What is the secret weapon?…….. You, me, them, us and we. Imagine a start-up virtual world going after 
the early adopter marketplace and 20 - 30 year old age sweet-spot. Sure, they can create a micropayment economy and 
allow avatar and environment customization. But, they will not have a world in the sense that SL is a world.

 The term ‘virtual world’ gets used as an all encompassing phrase a lot. But for some of the other worlds out there, really 
(from a size perspective), they are towns, clusters of buildings or even just small plazas. In fact, strictly speaking again, 
the world of SL is only really a city from a size and population point of view.
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And it’s this concept of size that is the biggest hurdle to creating a ‘Second Life killer’. SL has been created by the residents 
inside it - as LL puts it ‘Your World, Your Imagination’. And it’s taken a few years of hard work on a massive scale to get it 
to where it is today in terms of buildings, landscapes and islands etc etc. This is a job just not financially feasible if it was 
created via paid developers.

And it’s not just the buildings and landscape. It’s the things that happen around them - commerce, education, meetings, 
groups, events and the depth of content creation. It’s a living, breathing environment. And it’s this scale of development 
and amount of activity inside SL that we believe places it in an extremely powerful position from a competitive 
perspective, from the angle of rivals trying to come in, as explained already but also from a resident (read customer) 
view. To explain. Speak to people who spend significant time inside SL. They will know different regions, maybe live in 
one, frequent others and often explore new areas (there’s a load of them). It’s a bit like a continual voyage, constantly 
being introduced and exposed to different themes and styles of design and conceptual thinking.

What’s ever more poignant is that new development is going on all the time. This is a key ’sticky’ element that makes SL 
compelling and for some addictive. In other words, unless someone can invent an automated technique of rapid 
terraforming and (virtual) construction then Second Life is pretty safe for the next few years because new worlds need 
depth and difference. Plus, the sucker punch here is that depth and difference in the short-term results from residents 
already in the world - you, me, them and us - a catch 22 scenario for competitors.

18. A Summary

New 
Markets

Market Development
Virtual Goods Integration

B2B / Enterprise
Education

SocNet Extension

Diversification
Currency Management

Reputation Management

Existing 
Markets

Market Penetration
Second Life

More Brands,  Mirror Worlds
Sports, Sci-Fi

KT&T

Product Development
Metabrands, Micro-Worlds
Theme Parks, Cross-World

Photo-Realistic Avatars
Dating, Gambling

Existing Products New Products
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 Other KZero reports
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